
 

 

quarantine 
painting 
workshop
march 20-23, 2020 

about

A free and public oil painting workshop conducted live on Instagram Stories with @robineleyartist. 
Each session will be saved to Instagram Highlights and made available to everyone for the 
recommended quarantine period of 2 weeks. 

Participants will listen to Robin discuss the principles of successful painting, watch painting 
demonstrations and be given exercises to complete on their own time (see schedule below for 
complete details).

The course will be an adapted version of Robin’s acclaimed Oil Painting Workshop that he has taught 
around the world for the past 8 years.

schedule

All times listed below are US Pacific Time (ie the time in Los Angeles). Also, due to the 1 hour time 
limit on Instagram Live sessions the material, wherever possible has been arranged into 1 hour 
blocks. The below is a rough guide and it is almost certain that things will shift depending on how 
many people participate, so your understanding is appreciated. 

Introduction, discussion of materials and lecture on value
Value demonstration
Portrait underpainting demonstration
Portrait underpainting demonstration continued
Lecture on colour
Temperature painting exercise

March 20

• 9:00am
• 10:00am
• 11:00am
• 12:00pm
• 1:00pm
• 2:00pm

March 21

• 9:00am

• 10:00am

Critique (post a photo of your exercises and tag 
@robineleyartist and I will give public critiques)
Portrait painting demonstration (will continue until portrait is 
completed)



 
March 22

• 11:00am Day 3 is a listen while you paint day. While participants work 
on their own portraits Robin will interview and host a public 
Q&A with a selection of renowned artists from across the 
globe. A list of artists and times will be made available soon.

Critique. Day 4 will be a 3 hour critique of participants work 
in progress. If you would like your work critiqued post it on 
your Instagram and tag @robineleyartist

preparation

The main exercise for the workshop will be a portrait. Before you begin the course, it is 
recommended that you complete the following steps.

STEP 1: Buy or stretch your canvas

It is recommended you purchase a canvas ready to paint on. For our purposes either an acrylic 
primed or oil primed canvas is suitable. The proportions of the portrait we will be working on are 
Height 4 x Width 3. A recommended canvas size would be height 16” x width 12” (40cm x 30cm) 
but you are free to scale up or scale down as you wish.

STEP 2: Burnt umber ground

Please follow the link to a video I have uploaded to youtube that will show you how to do this. 

https://youtu.be/ahRenWA4ku8

STEP 3: Draw or transfer your image

Once the Burnt Umber ground is dry you will need to transfer your reference image. You are 
welcome to transfer the image however you would like. If drawing the reference, please pay 
particular attention to accuracy in the face. Other options are using a grid to transfer the drawing, 
projecting it onto your surface or tracing it. We are completing this portrait purely as a painting 
exercise, not a work of art to hang on a wall. So if you are struggling with the drawing there is no 
harm in trying a different method for this exercise. The choice is yours.

It is recommended that drawings are completed using a soft pencil (2B or softer) or charcoal 
pencil. At this stage only a line drawing is required as tone will be added with paint at the 
workshop.

March 22

• 11:00am



what you’ll need

Below is a list of materials that Robin will be using during the Oil Painting Workshop. It is 
recommended that students bring either the same or similar supplies to the course in order to 
effectively follow Robin’s technique. Here’s how you can get the right stuff.

Paints and Mediums
Brands are not important, but these are what Robin uses.

• Ultramarine Blue (Rembrandt)
• Burnt umber- Winsor Newton
• Transparent Oxide Red- Rembrandt (alt. Burnt Umber)
• Terra Rosa- Winsor Newton (alt. Burnt Sienna)
• Cadmium Red- Winsor Newton
• Alizarin Crimson- Winsor Newton
• Naples Yellow- Winsor Newton
• Yellow Ochre Light- Winsor Newton (alt. Raw Sienna)
• Titanium White- Winsor Newton
• Ivory Black - Winsor Newton

Brushes
You are welcome to use whatever brushes you want, but these are the brushes that Robin will be 
using.

• Small synthetic round: Size 2 and 3 (such as Princeton Select)
• Filbert Stiff Synthetic: Various sizes, primarily 2, 4 and 6 (such as Princeton Catalyst)

Supports

• 3 painting surfaces, the quality of these is not important as they are merely for exercises.
• 1 stretched and primed canvas, the proportions of which must be 4Hx3W (this is the canvas 

you will prepare prior to arrival)

Supplies
 
The following is a sample list of miscellaneous art supplies that you may need
• Palette- glass palette recommended
• Painting medium such as Liquin
• Scraper blades- used to clean the paint from your glass palette
• Paper Towels and cloth rags
• Large glass jar or painting tin
• Odourless, mineral spirits- we recommend Gamsol
• Pencils and pens for note taking and sketching
• Sketchbook or notepad- for taking notes




